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Introduction	
•  Veronica Showers, Client Development Manager at 

Aries  -  
 
•  Aries Systems profile 

o  30 years in scholarly publishing 
o  Thousands of active journals using our products; Editorial Manager, 

ProduXion Manager and Commerce Manager 

o  Millions of submission processed annually 
o  Millions of Registered Users 
o  $6 Million US Annual Development Investment  

http://orcid.org/0000-0003-3249-8838 





 
Journals are not just in 
the content business! 	

Really? 



Journals = Content	

Journals = Assertions	



Assertions made by  
journals:	

•  This content is worth reading 
•  This content is novel 
•  This content is not plagiarized 
•  This content has been through peer review 
•  These are the authors – and their institutions 
•  These citations are accurate 
•  The conclusions are supported by the data 
•  Compliance with animal, human studies… 
•  The data are statistically coherent (maybe) 
•  Etc…........ 



Assertions have been/are implied by 

journal format	



We got away with it for 350 
years but the game is up!	

1665 – Henry 
Oldneburg – Editor 
and Publisher 	



The “Assertion Business” 
is changing	

•  Easier for false/inaccurate assertions to be made. 
 
•  Questionable/loose assertions can be more easily surfaced 

(Retraction Watch, etc.) thereby damaging brand. 
 
•  Format is no longer a guarantee of assertion quality. 
 
•  Funders want more granular, accurate and reliable assertions. 
 
•  Assertions need to be machine readable as well as human 

readable. Explicit - not just implied from format. 
 

Opportunity or threat? 

….FAST 



Don’t think: “Content 
Workflow”	

Peer Review	 Production	

Assertions 
output in 
content	

(Some) author 
assertions 
validated	

More 
assertions 
made by 
editorial 
process	

Assertions 
made by 
author(s)	

Think: “Assertion Workflow” 

Creating “assertions” is not the same 
as creating format	



Retooling for “Assertion 
Workflow”	

Semi-Technical Interlude 



Brown 



<B>Brown</B> 

Brown	

HTML for 
Presentation	

Software	



<Contrib>Brown</
Contrib> 
 

Software	

<Author>Brown</Author>	
	

<ArticleAuthor>Brown</
ArticleAuthor>	
	

?	 Semantic 
Tagging	



<Contrib>Brown</
Contrib> 
 

Software	

<Author>Brown</Author>	
	

<ArticleAuthor>Brown</
ArticleAuthor>	
	

Brown (is an author)	
Schema/DTD 	



<Contrib>Brown</
Contrib> 
 

Software	 Style Sheet 	

Brown (is an author)	 Presentation 
rules: e.g. display 

authors in bold 
text 	

Software	

<B>Brown</B>	

Brown	



If software could talk:	
I see this text string “brown” has been semantically 
tagged, let me check the Schema to see if I 
recognize that tag. 
I’m so excited! I recognize that tag, it means the text 
string “brown” is an author.  
Great. Now, let me take a look at that style sheet I 
keep handy. It tells me that author names need to be 
presented in bold, let me tag this text string with HTML 
so that readers see it in bold. 
That worked, now on to the next text string….  



End of  
Semi-Technical Interlude 



XML – just a fancy way to do 
formabing?…	

•  Semantic tagging using a standardized schema/
DTD (JATS) has allowed us to reliably assert that 
“Brown” is an author for display purposes. 

•  But which “Brown” author? 
•  A persistent identifier (ORCID in this case) can allow 

us to make an “assertion” that is much more 
valuable to our customers. 

•  But how to generate that assertion reliably? 



“Assertions Workflow” with 
identifiers (e.g. ORCID)	

Peer Review	 Production	

ORCID hand-
keyed into 

XML by 
compositor	

ORCID 
validated with 
round-trip API 

to ORCID 
system - SSO	

ORCID entered 
by editorial 

staff	

Institution: yes this author “Brown” belongs to “North 
Eastern University”	



Identifiers and Taxonomies 
are essential for improving 

assertions	
•  Who did the research? 

o  ORCID 

•  What did they do? 
o  CRediT 

•  Who do they work for? 
o  Ringgold (and others) 

•  Who funded the research? 
o  Open Funder Registry (FKA: FundRef) 

•  What did they cite? 
o  DOI 



Other tools improve 
assertions	

•  This content is not plagiarized 
o  iThenticate/Crosscheck 

•  This content is novel 
o  Similarity check / editorial analysis 

•  The citations are accurate 
o  Automated reference checking 

•  This content has been through peer review 
o  PRE (AAAS) 

•  This content will have impact 
o  Predictive Bibliometrics (Meta) 

•  Conflicts of interest have been disclosed 
o  Convey 



Now you have good “assertions” 
your content can “talk”!	



Editorial Manager	
Assertions workflow already built it!  



ORCID SSO	



Single Sign On	



               Authenticate   
Deep Link	

•  Publications need to be sure all of the people in 
their database are disambiguated so that effective 
communication can happen between various 
systems – like peer review, society membership, 
publishing platforms, granting agencies, 
repositories, etc. 

 
•  SOLUTION: A new deeplink will allow users to check 

that their ORCID iD is authenticated, and allow 
them to get an authenticated ORCID iD if they don’t 
have one. 

%AUTHORIZE_ORCID_DEEP_LINK% 	



•  Fetch registration data from ORCID to make registration 
EASIER!  

 
•  Push users to register an ORCID iD and pull that Authenticated 

ORCID iD into EM/PM! 

       Register via    	



The following EM/PM fields are populated on the 
Registration page: 
 

Given/First Name 
Family/Last Name 
Email (possibly multiple) 
Keywords 
Position 
Institution 
Department 
City 
State or Province 
Country 

       Register via    	



Project CRediT (Contributor Roles Taxonomy)  
• New standard emerging for expressing/classifying the 

diverse roles played in the work leading to a research 
output 

• Classification includes but is not limited to traditional 
authorship roles initial taxonomy that classifies 
fourteen different ‘Contributor Roles’ 

•  Each person contributing to a piece of research may 
be assigned multiple roles 

http://credit.casrai.org/proposed-taxonomy/ 

Contributor Roles	



Conceptualization: Ideas; formulation or evolution of overarching research goals and aims. 
Methodology: Development or design of methodology; creation of models. 
Software: Programming, software development; designing computer programs; implementation of the 
computer code and supporting algorithms; testing of existing code components. 
Validation: Verification, whether as a part of the activity 
Formal Analysis: Application of statistical, mathematical, computational, or other formal techniques to 
analyse or synthesize study data. 
Investigation: Conducting a research and investigation process, specifically performing the experiments, 
or data/evident collection. 
Resources: Provision of study materials, reagents, materials, patients, laboratory samples, animals, 
instrumentation, computing resources, or other analysis tools. 
Data Curation: Management activities to annotate (produce metadata), scrub data and maintain 
research data (including software code, where it is necessary for interpreting the data itself) for initial use 
and later re-use. 
Writing – Original Draft: Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published work, specifically 
writing the initial draft (including substantive translation). 
Writing – Review & Editing: Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published work by those from 
the original research group, specifically critical review, commentary or revision – including pre- or post-
publication stages. 
Visualization: Preparation, creation and/or presentation of the published work, specifically visualization/
data presentation. 
Supervision: Oversight and leadership responsibility for the research activity planning and execution, 
including mentorship external to the core team. 
Project Administration: Management and coordination responsibility for the research activity planning 
and execution. 
Funding Acquisition: Acquisition of the financial support for the project leading to this publication. 

Contributor Roles	



Contributor Roles   



Contributor Institution 
Selection	

Manually entered affiliations are prone to 
mistake:  
 
• University of Southern California  
• USC 
• U of Southern Cal 
• Etc. 
 

Solution: standard identifiers for Institutional 
affiliation 



Ringgold database : 
 
• 300,000+ standardized institutional entities 

Selected by author and co-author 

Institution Normalization	



•  Standardization means reduced back-end data 
cleansing and increased accuracy of quantitative 
results 

•  Correct affiliation data is available downstream 
•  Marketing analysis 
•  Promote journal to appropriate institutions based on 

authoring and reviewing patterns 
•  Open access fee processing 
•  Discounts or waivers may be available to authors from 

member institutions 
•  Simplifies the billing process for publications trying to 

identify the ‘correct’ institution 

Institution Normalization	



 
•  Submission step in the submit (and/or revise) 

manuscript workflow – Article Type 
configurable 
 
•  Auto-complete text box facilitates accurate 

selection of funding agency 
 
•  Multiple entries allowed - including grant 

number & grant recipient 
 

Open Funder Registry	



Open Funder Registry	



PRE	



Signaling the Quality of Your 
Peer Review Process to Readers	

Submission and Peer Review 

Data about the 
editorial and review 

process and reviewer 
comments 

 

Production 

Publication 
Platform 

What was the 
quality of the 
editorial 
process for this 
manuscript? 

Reader 

? 

PRE 

 

Reader now has 
quality signal about 

the editorial and 
review process 

undertaken by your 
journal 



There is a tool being developed by Sciencescape 
called ‘Predictability Metrics’. The tool takes a 
manuscript as input and returns information about the 
likelihood of the paper being cited in the next 3 years, 
based on a proprietary algorithm.   
 
This information allows journal editors to triage the 
handling of papers based on their predicated success 
as measured by predicted citation rate.  
 
http://www.sciencescape.org 

Predictive Bibliometrics	



At configured trigger points, the Author/Editor  PDF plus 
some metadata XML would be sent to the 
Sciencescape tool. This can also be done manually from 
the Technical Check or File Inventory pages. 

Predictive Bibliometrics	



The tool would process the files, and return one or more 
results scores and a results PDF. The results scores would 
be displayed in Editor folders and on selected pages in 
EM and the results PDF would be via a Predictability 
Results Action Link. 

Predictive Bibliometrics	



Summary/Recommendations	
•  “Assertions” are a way for journals to create value, 

especially in a world where content “wants to be free” 
•  Creating “assertions” is not the same as creating format 
•  Creating “assertions” is not the same as creating format 
•  Think “assertion management system” not “content 

management system” 
•  Persistent Identifiers (PIDs)/Taxomonies and APIs are  

critical for assertion creation 
•  Think about how to monetize “assertions” independently 

of how you monetize content 
•  Editorial Manager assertion tools available now to help 

journal level the playing field 



 
Journals are not just in 
the content business! 	

Veronica Showers 
Client Development Manager, Aries Systems 

 hbp://orcid.org/0000-0003-3249-8838	



Obrigada	


